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About This Content

The LMS P3 Coaches Pack 04 recreates variants of LMS coaches in use from 1933 (Design Period 3) as they appeared in LMS
Maroon livery and British Railways Crimson & Cream livery.

The LMS P3 Coaches Pack 04 includes the following variants:

Brake First

Inspection Saloon

Kitchen
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I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. I just finished my fourth scenario with the new GP30s and I am very pleased. They look and sound great and
the physics seem to be up to par (some may disagree with me on this, but I didn't notice anything strange or unusual). One thing
I did notice is the dynamic brakes do not work on the HUD, or at least they didn't on mine. These locos do have functioning
dynamic brakes, however, they will only work by using the selector on the control stand. Simply move the selector lever until
you see "IDLE" over "DYN" and then advance the throttle just like an engineer would do in the real world. I like the doors and
side windows that open and close. It would have been a nice touch to have the loco and horn sounds increase to some degree
when the windows and\/or doors are open just as I have experienced on real locomotives. I personally like the cab views and feel
like I'm sitting in the proper place on either side. The flasher beacon on the top is also a nice touch, and don't forget to turn it on
when you turn on your headlights. Additionally, the lighted gauges are well done and not too bright during night running. All in
all, this is worth a U.S. $20 bill if you're into early second generation EMD locos. I also have a feeling that this loco will be
featured in many future scenarios, and in fact, two have already been released as of the time of the review on 2\/9\/15.. Bravo!
This immediately gets into my introduce people to VR rotation. Nice graphics, music. Excellent experience.. Very enjoyable
experience. Lasted about 4 hours total from start to finish, very good puzzles without being too easy, has a nice build up of the
scary side.. The game need A LOT, and I mean A LOT of work. Have potential but is not good in its current state.. Got this and
was actually surprised how much fun it is. Though it is what you would expect out of a $.99 game, after about 2 hours you have
done all the achievements and the game is done, or is it?. Definitly one of the baddest games i ever wasted my money. tryed 4-5
rounds and totaly dont get what to do you should collect first ammo,i dont see amo and you get the hint that you can stop the
time when something is fully loaded but you cant use this when not found that ammo,your not allowed rund out of a field i
would say 5*5m on the map if you go out of this you get a warning and after a while you die because leave the map(map is not
really the name i would give) your opponents only move when you move,what maybe should give the game strategy,its no fun
start a shooter without any ammo,and first must find out where you get ammo.for me the baddest game i played at steam next to
the counterstrike zombie\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but there i could play,here i start search ammo. tryed
4-5times and im not stupid its no fun when you always die after 2-3minutes because of no ammo,killed by aliens zombies wtf is
this exactly??sure i could try more times find da f**in ammo but i dont want because i think game will not getting better after
it,maybe round 2 search the weapon for this ammo ??
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Disclaimer: Played with mouse & keyboard.

Control system just doesnt work for this sort of game. Completely ruins the game, may as well be playing with oven mits on,
imagine Dark Souls where u cant dodge but have to slowly rotate your camera to change direction.

This game showcases why Dark Souls 2&3, Bloodbourne. Nioh which all play from a similar camera angle (3rd Person\/Behind)
have target locking and sidestep\/dodge abilties.

Sorry but games like this are meant to be played on a knife edge where quick and correct reactions are the cornerstone of
gameplay. having to turn my camera 45 degress and then slowly waddle (no dash or sprint available) out of a poision bubble just
doesnt feel like reactive gameplay to me.

Combat just feels clunky and akward. if this game apeals to you, Don't buy it unless its reworked - buy either of the 3 games
mentioned earler (3rd Person Camer) or pickup hollowknight (2D Platformer), Asura (isometric diablo-esque camera) or
binding of isaac (top down camera) instead

Now im gunna apply for a refund. cant say if the game would play better on an xbox controller. what ive seen sofar didnt
interest me enough to find out.. A steaming pile of garbage that looks semi-pretty

Description for the game is an outright lie as it would be impossible to play with your eyes closed as the blue balls you're tasked
with finding are often hidden and require platforming (jumping on rocks) to get to. A headache inducing ringing noise alerts
you to where the balls are, but it's about as accurate as p\u00edssing lines in snow. When you finally collect ten the game
explains that you got a dark blue ball and thus must be vaporized and wander around the drab environment to occasionally
stumble upon a poorly textured house or random Alien creature all over again, with no guarantee you won't again get a "dark
blue ball". I didn't bother giving it a second go and you shouldn't give it a go at all.

Can only imagine this artificially difficult "game" and it's bullsh\u00edt cryptic ending exist solely to scam idiots.. Another
amazing story, in spite of being once again buried in internet lingo. The third installment of the series doesn't disappoint,
delivering the same chuckle-worthy comedy you'd expect from Vinty and her antics, but also this time giving a soul-crushingly
bittersweet tearjerker of a side story as well.

PROS:
+ Funny jokes
+ Excelia and Vinty
+ NEW cast members of relative import
+ Nice, thematic musical elements
+ Clever use of multimedia
+ An interesting new plotline and background arc
+ A valuable life's lesson
+ A low price tag
+ A funny "jumpscare"  at the end.
+  "OHHH, VINITY!!!"

CONS:
- Internet lingo ahoy! Seriously though, I get that it's 2019, but really dude? You can lighten up a little there, bud.
-  They STILL didn't give Excelia a decent, passable excuse as to why she risked all back in melborne.
- Not as many videos as in part two. (I think. I may be wrong on this one.)
- In one scene, there's a link to a website that my browser flagged as insecure, and that I didn't recognize. It seemed simple
enough on the surface, just type up a short message and then hit submit, and it'll post the message on the board, as anonymously
or not as you want it to be. But, all the same, I'm paranoid, so I'm running a full security scan and max-detail security checks
even now.
- No choices. Again. I'm sorry to say, but I'm probably not gonna get part 4, if this keeps up. The bizzarre array of choices was
what drew me to like part 1 so much in the first place.

FINAL VERDICT:
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7 out of 10, Above average.

This story did lack some things. This I cannot deny. But it's an interesting read nonetheless; I totally reccommend reading it, but
only if you've read the previous two in the series.. Awesome game! I hardly ever go for indie titles or casual games, but this one
is a total anomaly! With damn near infinite replay value thanks to the fly\/time\/ladybug challenges plus a global leaderboard,
this game has had me hooked since I picked it up 24 hours ago.

Spy Chameleon has one of the best learning curves I've ever experienced in a game - many levels are made in a way that is easy
enough to complete, but difficult to master, especially in the later stages. The difficulty very gradually goes up, to the point
where you don't even really realize that it's getting more difficult until you're trying to break the world record and you fail 50
times.

The main mechanic of the game isn't introduced all in the first 5 or 10 stages, which I believe is an extremely strong point. It
gradually introduces new mechanics over each mission of 15 levels, so you aren't bombarded with new gimmicks but learn
exactly how each new obstacle works and how it can be overcome.

Spy Chameleon is one of the best games I've played in quite a while. It stand out in my mind for being so different, while pretty
much nailing the difficulty curve and keeping the player interested. I very much recommend this game to everybody, easily
worth the price!. Wow.Definitely one of Valve's best game's.
Now they just take money from people.
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